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INTRODUCTION: Cell differentiation is classi-

RATIONALE: We hypothesized that unbiased

analysis of transcriptional heterogeneity during
the early stages of mammalian CNCC development may identify a precursor population and
provide clues as to how these specialized cells
gain their extraordinary differentiation potential. To test this, we combined single-cell RNAsequencing analysis of murine CNCCs from

staged mouse embryos with follow-up lineagetracing, loss-of-function, and epigenomic-profiling
experiments.
RESULTS: We found that premigratory CNCCs
are heterogeneous and carry positional information reflective of their origin in the neuroepithelium, but this early positional information is
subsequently erased, with delaminating CNCCs
showing a relatively uniform transcriptional
signature that later rediversifies as CNCCs
undergo first commitment events. We identify
an early precursor population that expresses
canonical pluripotency transcription factors and
gives rise to CNCCs and craniofacial structures.
Rather than being maintained from the epiblast,
pluripotency factor Oct4 is transiently reactivated in the prospective CNCCs after headfold formation, and its expression shifts from
the most anterior to the more posterior part of
the cranial domain as development progresses.
Oct4 is not required for the induction of CNCCs
in the neuroepithelium, but instead is important for the specification and survival of facial
mesenchyme, thus directly linking this pluripotency factor with the expansion of CNCC
cellular potential. Open chromatin landscapes

CONCLUSION: Our results show that premigratory CNCCs first form as a heterogeneous
population that rapidly changes its transcriptional identity during delamination, resulting
in the formation of a transcriptionally (and
likely also functionally) equivalent cell group
capable of adapting to future locations during
and after migration. Such functional equivalency and plasticity of CNCCs is consistent
with previous embryological studies. Furthermore, the demonstration that CNCC precursors transiently reactivate pluripotency factors
suggests that these cells undergo a natural in
vivo reprogramming event that allows them to
climb uphill on Waddington’s epigenetic landscape. Indeed, our results show that at least
one of the pluripotency factors, Oct4, is required for the expansion of CNCC developmental potential to include formation of facial
mesenchyme. Whether this mechanism is specific to CNCCs and if such expansion of cellular
plasticity could be harnessed for regenerative
medicine purposes remain interesting questions
for future investigations.
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CNCCs expand their
developmental potential
through transient
reactivation of a
pluripotency program.
(A) Single-cell RNA
(scRNA) sequencing of
genetically labeled murine
CNCCs over 14 hours of
development revealed
rapid transcriptional
changes and identified a
precursor population
expressing pluripotency
factors. (B) Uphill on
Waddington’s epigenetic
landscape, reactivation
of Oct4 endows CNCC
precursors with the
ability to form derivatives
typical of mesoderm,
such as mesenchyme.
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cally described as a unidirectional process that
progresses through a series of lineage restriction events, with cellular potential being increasingly reduced as the embryo develops,
a concept famously illustrated by Conrad
Waddington in his epigenetic landscape. However, the vertebrate-specific transient cell population called cranial neural crest cells (CNCCs)
challenges this paradigm. Although they originate in the ectoderm and are capable of differentiating into cell types typical of this germ
layer, CNCCs can also give rise to mesenchymal cell types canonically associated with the
mesoderm lineage, such as bone, cartilage, and
smooth muscle. How CNCCs expand their differentiation potential beyond their germ layer
of origin remains unresolved.

of Oct4+ CNCC precursors are consistent with
their neuroepithelial origin while also broadly
resembling those of pluripotent epiblast stem
cells. In addition, we saw priming of distal
regulatory regions at a subset of loci associated
with future neural crest migration and mesenchyme formation.
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C

ell differentiation progresses through a
continuous lineage restriction process
in which cell potential is progressively
reduced as the embryo develops. In the
early embryo, pluripotent embryonic
cells can differentiate into all somatic cell
types, but this capacity is rapidly restricted
during the formation of the three germ layers,
each giving rise to specific and distinct cell
types. However, in vertebrates, a stem cell–like
population called the neural crest challenges
this paradigm. Located at the border between
the neural plate and the surface ectoderm,
neural crest cells are induced as an epithelial cell type (1, 2) that subsequently undergoes an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition
(EMT), delaminates from the dorsal epithelium, and migrates through the embryo to
populate ventral locations, where the population differentiates into diverse cell types (2, 3).
Neural crest cells arising from the most rostral
part of the embryo, called cranial neural crest
cells (CNCCs), not only generate derivatives
typical of ectoderm such as neurons and glia
but also give rise to cell types canonically associated with the mesoderm lineage, such as
bone, cartilage, and smooth muscle (4). Thus,
mesenchymal CNCC derivatives, which make
up most of the craniofacial skeleton, are often
designated as the “ectomesenchyme” to differentiate them from classic mesoderm derivatives
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(5). The ability of CNCCs to expand their differentiation potential beyond their germ layer
of origin raises the question of whether this
pluripotency is induced de novo in the ectoderm or, alternatively, if it is retained from
the early pluripotent embryo in a specific
subset of neuroepithelial cells. Although the
latter scenario has been suggested to be true
in Xenopus (6), a single-cell transcriptome
analysis of Xenopus embryogenesis did not
find evidence for the maintenance of pluripotency program in developmental trajectories leading to the neural crest (7), leaving the
question unresolved. Furthermore, the earliest
steps of CNCC formation have not been characterized at the single-cell level in recent transcriptomic studies in mammals (3), and it
remains poorly understood how the expanded
cell fate potential of CNCCs arises during
mammalian embryogenesis.
Transcriptional heterogeneity of early
murine CNCCs

We used single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNAseq) analysis to characterize the diversity of
murine CNCC transcriptomes at four developmental stages from four- to 10-somite stage
embryos, corresponding to embryonic day (E)
8 to E8.75 days postcoitum. In the developing
head fold, this time span captures CNCC specification in the dorsal neural folds, EMT, migration, and the earliest differentiation decisions.
To label CNCCs in the embryo, we took advantage of Wnt1::Cre, a well-established premigratory neural crest–specific driver (8). We
generated Wnt1::Cre;Rosa26TdTomato/+ embryos
at the aforementioned developmental stages
and used flow cytometry to isolate TdTomato+
(TdT+) cells from their Hox– cranial portions
dissected at the rhombomere 1 level (Fig. 1A
and fig. S1A). Because TdT+ cells were first
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During development, cells progress from a pluripotent state to a more restricted fate within a particular germ
layer. However, cranial neural crest cells (CNCCs), a transient cell population that generates most of the
craniofacial skeleton, have much broader differentiation potential than their ectodermal lineage of origin. Here,
we identify a neuroepithelial precursor population characterized by expression of canonical pluripotency
transcription factors that gives rise to CNCCs and is essential for craniofacial development. Pluripotency factor
Oct4 is transiently reactivated in CNCCs and is required for the subsequent formation of ectomesenchyme.
Furthermore, open chromatin landscapes of Oct4+ CNCC precursors resemble those of epiblast stem cells, with
additional features suggestive of priming for mesenchymal programs. We propose that CNCCs expand their
developmental potential through a transient reacquisition of molecular signatures of pluripotency.

detected at the three- to four-somite stage, we
used four-somite stage embryos as the earliest
developmental time point for our analysis. We
examined single-cell transcriptomes using a
modified Smart-seq2 protocol (9), which robustly detected 7000 genes per cell (fig. S1,
B and C). On the basis of differential gene
expression analysis using Seurat (10), we identified 10 cell clusters with distinct transcriptional profiles (Fig. 1, B and C; fig. S1D; and
table S1) falling into two major subpopulations: neuroepithelial precursors, which encompass premigratory CNCCs (clusters 1 to 4
and cluster 10), and migratory mesenchymal
CNCCs (clusters 5 to 9) (Fig. 1, B and C, and
fig. S1D). Such distinct neuroepithelial and
mesenchymal neural crest transcriptional programs have been previously detected in scRNAseq studies from chick embryos (11, 12). The
association of expression signatures with the
developmental stage from which each cell originated revealed the following: (i) most cells
from the four-somite stage embryos mapped
to the neuroepithelial clusters characterized by
expression of previously recognized neural crest
precursor markers with a primarily neural
program (3, 11, 12), such as Sox2, Zic3, Otx2,
Gbx2, and Pax2/8; (ii) the six-somite stage was
accompanied by an abrupt transcriptional identity switch, with the emergence of a delaminating CNCC cluster expressing canonical neural
crest specification and migration genes such as
FoxD3, Sox10, Ets1, and Twist1; and (iii) by the
eight-somite stage, most cells had transitioned
to migratory CNCC clusters and underwent first
lineage commitment decisions separating ectomesenchyme from neural and/or glial progenitors (Fig. 1, B and D, and figs. S1D and S2).
Neuroepithelial precursors could be further
divided into several transcriptionally distinct
subpopulations, characterized by high expression of either Otx2 or Gbx2, but rarely of both
(clusters 1 to 3 in Fig. 1, B and C). Otx2 and
Gbx2 are regionalization markers previously
shown to define, respectively, anterior and
posterior territories in the developing neural
plate, including premigratory CNCCs (13, 14).
Given the expression of additional neural plate
“positional” genes such as Rax, Hesx1, and
Dkk1 in Otx2+ cluster 2 or En1, Hes3, and Pax8
in Gbx2+ cluster 3 (Fig. 1C and figs. S1D, S3,
and S4), cells within these clusters correspond
to anterior and posterior neuroepithelial precursors, respectively. These precursors encompass premigratory CNCCs with transcriptional
signatures reflecting positional information
of the surrounding neuroepithelial cells, although they may also contain Wnt1+ neural
progenitors that contribute to the brain (15, 16).
However, this positional information is subsequently erased during delamination, because
only a single delaminating CNCC cluster was
identified (cluster 5 in Fig. 1B). Furthermore,
developmental trajectory analysis showed that
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diverse neuroepithelial populations follow a
single trajectory of delaminating CNCCs that
do not express anterior-posterior (A-P) positional genes and are characterized by a fairly
uniform transcriptional signature (Fig. 1C and
figs. S1D and S3 to S5). In agreement with previous studies (3), this suggests that although
cells are transcriptionally heterogeneous before migration, delaminating CNCCs acquire
an equivalent transcriptional program, allowing
them to subsequently adapt to environmental
cues. After this event, the CNCC population
rediversifies as cells undergo lineage decisions
and generate their various derivatives.
Early Wnt1+ precursors dynamically express
pluripotency factors

One neuroepithelial precursor population was
composed mostly of cells isolated from fourZalc et al., Science 371, eabb4776 (2021)

somite stage embryos and devoid of eight- and
10-somite stage cells (cluster 1 in Fig. 1, B and
D, and fig. S2), suggesting that this cluster may
represent the earliest Wnt1-expressing CNCC
precursors (fig. S1D). The canonical pluripotency factors Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, and Klf4 were
all specifically expressed in this cluster, with
Oct4 being among the most highly enriched
genes and Nanog and Klf4 expression being
almost exclusive to this cluster (Fig. 2A and
figs. S4 and S6A). We confirmed Oct4 and
Nanog expression in Wnt1+ cells arising in the
dorsal neural folds using RNA fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISH) from Wnt1::Cre;Rosa26TdT/+
four-somite stage embryos (Fig. 2, B and C).
We were intrigued by these observations because of the ability of canonical pluripotency
factors to reprogram differentiated cells
(17) and because these factors were shown
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Oct4 is reexpressed in prospective CNCCs

To investigate whether Oct4 is reexpressed
in prospective CNCCs or if it is retained from
the early pluripotent embryo, we analyzed
GFP fluorescence in whole Oct4-GFP embryos
from E7.5 to the two-somite stage. GFP was
detected in the whole epiblast at the early
neural plate stage [E7.5; Fig. 2D (20, 21)]. At
the head fold stage (late E7.5 and E7.75), GFP
was not detected in developing head fold (Fig.
2D; see zoom panel and arrowhead). It was
then reexpressed in the most anterior embryo
when first somites were forming (Fig. 2D; see
arrow), and by the two-somite stage, Oct4
expression extended posteriorly, whereas the
2 of 8
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Fig. 1. Characterization of murine CNCC transcriptional heterogeneity with scRNA-seq.
(A) Wnt1::Cre;Rosa26TdTomato/+ embryos were dissected at the four-, six-, eight-, and 10-somite stages of
development at rhombomere 1 level. CNCCs were enriched and single-cell sorted using flow cytometry. scRNA-seq
was performed using a modified Smart-Seq2 protocol. (B) t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plot
representing all sequenced CNCCs. Cell clusters were obtained based on expressed transcriptome similarities
using Seurat. Clusters were annotated based on cluster-specific gene expression calculated by differential gene
expression analysis and prior knowledge. (C) Dot plot showing expression of select cluster-enriched genes in
CNCC clusters. Dot size indicates percentage of cells expressing listed genes. Blue color intensity indicates
average expression level. All genes are within the top 20 most significantly enriched genes for each cluster. Dashed
rectangles indicate genes defining premigratory CNCCs (red) or migratory CNCCs (green). (D) Original
developmental stage of sequenced CNCCs superimposed on the tSNE plot shown in (B).

to mark the stem cell niche from which the
neural crest arises in avian embryos (12, 18).
We observed that although Oct4 was most
highly expressed in the early Wnt1+ precursor
cluster composed mainly of four-somite stage
Otx2+ cells, by the six-somite stage, Oct4 expression was down-regulated in anterior precursor
cells, whereas it increased in Wnt1+/Gbx2+
posterior precursors (fig. S6B). This raised a
possibility that Oct4+/Wnt1+ double-positive
cells first appear in the anteriormost embryo,
and then Oct4 expression shifts posteriorly as
development progresses. We used RNA FISH
analysis of Wnt1::Cre; Rosa26TdT/+ embryos at
the four- and six-somite stages to perform a
detailed mapping of Oct4 and Nanog expression
along the embryo A-P axis in relation to Wnt1
expression (i.e., TdT+) and well-characterized
positional markers, such as Pax6, Otx2, En1,
and Gbx2 [Fig. 2, B and C, and figs. S7 to S11
(14)]. We verified that regional markers were
enriched within distinct regions along the A-P
axis, allowing us to define four domains (figs.
S7 to S11). Using this molecular map, we quantified Oct4 and Nanog CNCC expression along
the embryo A-P axis and observed strongly
reduced expression in the two most anterior
domains and increased expression in the most
posterior Gbx2 domain in six-somite stage
embryos compared with four-somite stage
embryos (Fig. 2, B and C, and figs. S7 to S11).
These results support the A-P progression of
Oct4 and Nanog expression as the embryo
develops.
We further confirmed this A-P shift in expression using Oct4-GFP mouse embryos
(19), in which we monitored Oct4 expression
through green fluorescent protein (GFP) fluorescence in cranial regions of four- to eightsomite stage embryos. We detected GFP
expression in the developing neural folds
where prospective CNCCs form, and this expression was lost from the most anterior embryo by the six-somite stage (fig. S12). Taken
together, our data suggest that a transient
Oct4+/Wnt1+ precursor population arises during
early CNCC development in the most anterior
neural plate and then shifts posteriorly.
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most anterior head fold displayed decreased
GFP fluorescence (Fig. 2D; see arrowhead).
To further substantiate that Oct4 is downregulated in the rostral neuroectoderm as the
embryo transitions from the early (E7.5) to the
late (E7.75) neurula stage, we quantified Oct4
expression in Sox2+ cells along the embryo A-P
axis (fig. S13). In the early neurula embryo, the
most anterior Sox2+ cells were also expressing
Oct4. However, in the late neurula epiblast,
we consistently found a strong decrease of
Oct4 levels, with the first 10 to 15 anteriormost
Sox2 + neuroepithelial cells not expressing
Oct4 (fig. S13). Altogether, these results show
that Oct4 is transiently reexpressed in the
prospective CNCC domain at the onset of
somitogenesis.
Oct4+ precursors give rise to CNCC derivatives

Fig. 2. Premigratory CNCCs transiently induce pluripotency factors. (A) Oct4 (purple) and Nanog
(green) expressions were superimposed on the tSNE plot shown in Fig. 1B. Oct4 and Nanog coexpressing
cells are indicated in blue. (B) RNA FISH analysis of Oct4 and Nanog expression within transverse
cross sections of the most anterior (Pax6) and the most posterior (Gbx2) cranial domains at the indicated
stages of Wnt1::Cre;Rosa26TdT/+ embryos. (C) Quantifications of Oct4 (purple) and Nanog (green) expression
changes between the four- and six-somite stages along the A-P axis by RNA FISH in TdT+ cells in dorsal
epithelium, as defined by expression of the positional markers Pax6, Otx2, En1, and Gbx2 (see also figs. S7 to
S11). Error bars indicate mean ± SD. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.005, and ***P < 0.001 by Mann-Whitney
nonparametric statistical test. (D) Side views of Oct4-GFP/+ embryo cranial regions at the indicated
stages. Top panels show the GFP channel, and middle panels show merges between bright-field and GFP
channels. Bottom panels are schematic representations of the images above them. A-P orientation is
indicated in the bottom right corner. For E7.75 embryos, areas marked with red dashed squares are enlarged
and shown in adjacent right panels. Arrowheads show head fold formation without detectable GFP. At the
zero-somite stage, arrows mark GFP reexpression in anterior neural folds. At the two-somite stage,
arrowheads indicate GFP down-regulation in the most anterior cranial region, and arrows show the GFP
expression shift to a more posterior region.
Zalc et al., Science 371, eabb4776 (2021)
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To establish the contribution of the Oct4 +
precursors to CNCC derivatives, we generated
Oct4-CreER/+;Rosa26TdT/+ embryos to enable
tracking TdT+ cells at E9.5 before administration of tamoxifen at various earlier stages.
Because Oct4 is expressed throughout the
pluripotent preimplantation epiblast [Fig. 2D
and fig. S13 (20, 21)], administering tamoxifen
at E6.5 resulted in fully labeled embryos (fig.
S14A). Therefore, we administered tamoxifen
at E7.5. Because Oct4 expression persists in
the trunk through early somitogenesis (22), we
inferred the actual onset of cell labeling based
on which somites were TdT– 48 hours after
tamoxifen administration (i.e., at E9.5; fig.
S14A). When labeling was initiated at the oneto two-somite stage, TdT strongly labeled the
frontonasal mass (FNM) and branchial arch
1 (BA1), confirming that Oct4+ cell descendants
generate craniofacial structures. However, when
labeling was initiated at later stages, such as at
the five- to six-somite stages, TdT was absent
from the embryo’s most anterior part but was
detected in BA1 and BA2 and in streams of
cells migrating to form cranial nerve ganglia
IX and X (Fig. 3, A and B, and fig. S14, A to C).
This A-P shift in TdT labeling dependent on
the onset of Oct4+ cells was confirmed by quantifying the ratios of Sox10+/TdT+ double-positive
cells to the total number of Sox10+ cells in
craniofacial structures of E9.5 embryos (Fig.
3C). Finally, when labeling was induced at late
E8.5, TdT was only detected in primordial germ
cells (fig. S15), the sole cell type maintaining
Oct4 expression after E9.0 (19, 20), not in more
posterior neural crest derivatives, suggesting
that Oct4 reactivation is specific to CNCCs.
If CNCCs arise from transient Oct4+ precursors, then ablation of Oct4+ cells at the
onset of CNCC induction should result in the
loss of CNCC derivatives. Therefore, we genetically ablated Oct4+ cells upon tamoxifen
treatment by using Oct4-CreER/+;Rosa26DTA/+
embryos. We first administered tamoxifen at
E7.5 to induce diphtheria toxin (DTA)–mediated
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Oct4+ cell ablation between E7.5 and E8.0,
corresponding to the onset of CNCC formation,
but after Oct4 requirement in postimplantation
epiblast and germ layer specification (23, 24).
Resulting mutant embryos analyzed at E9.5
displayed a complete absence of FNM (Fig. 3,
D and E). Neural folds were present, indicating that the observed craniofacial phenotype
was not a secondary effect of a massive failure
in the neural plate and/or fold formation
and confirming that cranial Oct4+ cell population is selectively required for CNCC development. This phenotype resembled that of
Wnt1::Cre;Rosa26DTA/+ embryos (fig. S16). Both
phenotypes were similar to those previously
reported in avian embryos that underwent
cranial neural crest ablation (25). When we
induced Oct4+ cell ablation at E8.5, mutant
Zalc et al., Science 371, eabb4776 (2021)
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Fig. 3. Cranial Oct4+ cells are CNCC precursors essential for craniofacial development.
(A) Side views of the cranial region of E9.5
Oct4-CreER/+;Rosa26TdT/+ embryos with time
of labeling initiation (in number of somites)
indicated. Top panels show the TdTomato (TdT)
channel; bottom panels represent merges between
bright-field and TdT channels. Asterisks mark
TdT expression loss in anterior CNCC derivatives.
Arrowheads show TdT expression gain in posterior
CNCC derivatives when labeling initiates at later
developmental stages. (B) Schematic summary of
the lineage-tracking experiments shown in (A). Top
panel shows schematic representations of embryo
developmental stages at the time of labeling
initiation, with Oct4+ cells marked in green.
Bottom panel shows schematic representations
of resulting embryos at E9.5, with labeled cells
marked in red. Asterisks mark craniofacial
structures progressively losing TdT expression.
Arrowheads indicate prominences gradually
gaining TdT expression BA, branchial arch; Ov,
otic vesicle. (C) Quantifications of Sox10+/TdT+
assessed by immunofluorescence within transverse cross sections of the indicated craniofacial
prominences of E9.5 Oct4-CreER/+;Rosa26TdT/+
embryos, with timing of labeling initiation (in
number of somites) indicated. Error bars indicate
mean ± SD. **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 by
Mann-Whitney nonparametric statistical test; ns,
nonsignificant. (D) Side and front views of E9.5
Rosa26DTA/+ and Oct4-CreER/+;Rosa26DTA/+
embryos treated with tamoxifen at E7.5. Asterisks
indicate missing frontonasal mass (FNM) in
Oct4-CreER/+;Rosa26DTA/+ embryos. Black and
white arrowheads point to BA1 and the neural
folds (NF), respectively. (E) Schematic representations of embryos shown in (D). Asterisks
indicate missing FNM in Oct4-CreER/+;Rosa26DTA/+
embryos. Black and white arrowheads point
to BA1 and the NF, respectively.

embryos presented with virtually normal
frontonasal processes and cephalic vesicles;
however, nasal processes were absent (fig. S17),
which is consistent with the A-P shift in Oct4
expression. Altogether, these results show that
Oct4+ cells define a transient CNCC precursor
population that is first induced anteriorly
and then shifts posteriorly and gives rise to
craniofacial structures.
Oct4 is required for proper ectomesenchyme
specification, proliferation, and survival

To assess whether Oct4 is necessary for CNCC
formation, we generated Oct4Flox/Flox;ActinCreER/+
mutant embryos to perturb Oct4 function.
About 24 hours are needed for Oct4 mRNA
levels to be significantly reduced after Oct4 locus
recombination (24). Thus, we administered
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tamoxifen at E6.5 to ablate Oct4 expression after gastrulation but before Wnt1 up-regulation
(26) and neural crest induction. Resulting Oct4
mutant embryos presented with severely reduced facial prominences (Fig. 4, A and B, and
fig. S18, A and B). However, RNA FISH against
Wnt1 revealed similar expression in controls
and Oct4 mutant embryos, showing that
Oct4 is not required for Wnt1 induction in
the neuroepithelium (Fig. 4C and fig. S18C).
Further, immunostaining against the neural
crest markers AP2a (Fig. 4, D and E) and Alx4
(fig. S18, D to G) demonstrated that although
facial prominences were reduced in mutant
embryos compared with controls, similar
proportions of the remaining cells expressed
AP2a and Alx4 (Fig. 4E and fig. S18, E and G),
consistent with Oct4 marking early CNCC
4 of 8
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precursors but being dispensable for CNCC
induction and delamination.
By contrast, within CNCC derivatives, we
observed a strong reduction in the proportions
of Sox9+/Alx4+ and Sox10+/AP2a+ cells in facial
prominences of E9.5 Oct4 mutant embryos
compared with controls. This was accompanied
by an 80% reduction in the proportion of pH3+
cycling CNCCs and a 10-fold increase in the
levels of cleaved Caspase3+ apoptotic CNCCs,
which together likely account for the observed
decrease in size of facial prominences (Fig. 4,
D and E, and fig. S18, D to G). However, the
development of neural and/or glial CNCC
derivatives such as cranial ganglia, which also
receive contributions from the Oct4+ precursors (fig. S14, B and C), appeared unaffected by
Oct4 loss, as evidenced by the lack of effects
on Sox10 expression and proliferation in these
derivatives (Fig. 4, D and E). In aggregate, these
data are consistent with the model in which
Zalc et al., Science 371, eabb4776 (2021)

Oct4 marks the early CNCC precursor population but is not required for entry into the
neural crest program. Instead, it is essential
for ectomesenchyme specification and survival, directly linking this pluripotency factor
to the expansion of developmental potency in
the neural crest.
Ectomesenchyme priming of Oct4+
premigratory CNCC regulatory programs

To gain insights into open chromatin landscape and cis-regulatory features of Oct4+
CNCCs, we performed ATAC-seq (assay for
transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing) analysis of Oct4+ cells isolated from the
cranial region of Oct4-GFP/+ four- to sixsomite stage embryos (Fig. 5A). During early
somitogenesis, in the posterior trunk of the
embryo, Oct4 expression is maintained from
the postimplantation epiblast, through the
posterior primitive streak, to multipotent neu-
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romesodermal progenitors (22, 24, 27). To
enable stage-matched comparisons of hypersensitivity patterns, we sorted trunk Oct4+
cells from the same embryos. We compared
ATAC-seq patterns of cranial and trunk Oct4+
cell populations focusing on promoter-distal
peaks, most of which correspond to enhancers.
We defined cranial-specific (blue) and trunkspecific (red) ATAC-seq peaks (Fig. 5A) and
analyzed the underlying transcription factor
(TF) sequence motifs. Cranial-specific ATACseq peaks were enriched in motifs for the
Otx2, Sox, Zic, and Ap2 TF families, which are
known to be expressed in the neuroepithelium
during CNCC induction and specification
[table S2 (2)]. By contrast, trunk-specific regions were almost exclusively enriched in
various homeobox motifs, as might be expected
given that at least a subset of trunk Oct4+ cells
were undergoing axial specification when
isolated [table S3 (28, 29)].
5 of 8
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Fig. 4. Oct4 is dispensable for
CNCC induction but essential
for ectomesenchyme specification. (A) Side and front views of
E9.5 Oct4Flox/+;ActinCreER/+
and Oct4Flox/Flox;ActinCreER/+
embryos treated with tamoxifen at
E6.5. Asterisks indicate reduced
frontonasal mass (FNM) in
Oct4Flox/Flox;ActinCreER/+ embryos.
Black and yellow arrowheads point
to branchial arch 1 (BA1) and the
cephalic vesicle, respectively.
(B) Schematic representations
of embryos shown in (D). Asterisks
indicate reduced FNM in
Oct4Flox/Flox;ActinCreER/+ embryos.
Black and yellow arrowheads point
to BA1 and the cephalic vesicle,
respectively. (C) Side views of
whole-mount RNA FISH against
Wnt1 performed on E8.5
Oct4Flox/+;ActinCreER/+ and
Oct4Flox/Flox;ActinCreER/+ embryos
treated with tamoxifen at E6.5.
Images are maximum projections.
Dashed line indicates the neural folds
(NF) limit. (D) Immunofluorescence
against AP2a, pH3, and Sox10 within
transverse cross sections of E9.5
Oct4Flox/+;ActinCreER/+ and
Oct4Flox/Flox;ActinCreER/+ embryos
treated with tamoxifen at E6.5. Cranial
ganglia (CG) are indicated by yellow
dashed lines. (E) Quantification of
proportions of AP2a+ cells,
Sox10+/AP2a+ cells, and
pH3+/Sox10+/AP2a+ cells in CG (top)
and FNM (bottom). Error bars indicate
mean ± SD. ***P < 0.001 by MannWhitney nonparametric statistical test.
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We next performed gene ontology analysis
using the GREAT annotation tool (30). We
found that top enrichment categories at trunkspecific regions included pattern specification, regionalization, and limb development
(fig. S19A), whereas top ontology enrichments
for cranial-specific Oct4+ regions were all related to the neural crest and its derivatives and
included neural crest cell development and
differentiation, regulation of glial cell differentiation, and cranial skeletal system development (Fig. 5B). Loci driving these associations
included genes such as Sox10, Mef2c, Pdgfra, and
Zalc et al., Science 371, eabb4776 (2021)
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Fig. 5. Regulatory landscape of cranial Oct4+
cells showing similarity to EpiSCs and epigenetic priming for migratory fates. (A) Oct4GFP/+ embryos were dissected at the four- and
six-somite stage to assess chromatin accessibility
in cranial (dissected at the rhombomere 1 level) and
trunk (dissected at the first somite level) Oct4+
cells using ATAC-seq. ATAC-seq enrichments
at distal regulatory regions are shown, with
cranial-specific Oct4+ cells in blue, trunk-specific
Oct4+ cells in red, and shared regions in orange.
(B) Gene ontology using GREAT showing the five
most enriched biological processes associated with
cranial-specific promoter-distal hypersensitive
regions. (C and D) Genome browser tracks
representing ATAC-seq signals in the vicinity of
Mef2c (C) and Sox10 (D) in mouse ESCs, EpiSCs,
and cranial and trunk Oct4+ cells. In (C), the shaded
box indicates cranial Oct4+ cell–specific accessible
region overlapping with the Mef2c-F10N enhancer
active in migrating CNCCs (31). In (D), the shaded
boxes indicate cranial Oct4+ cell–specific open
regions, two out of three overlapping regions
orthologous with previously characterized
enhancers (87 and 99) active in migratory avian
CNCCs (12). (E) Clustering analysis of ATAC-seq data
from cranial and trunk Oct4+ cells together with
ESCs, EpiLCs (34), and EpiSCs (33) and all major
cell types present in E8.25 mouse embryo from
an atlas of single cell ATAC-seq (32) represented
as a heatmap. Red square indicates tissue clustering
with trunk Oct4+ cells. Blue square highlights cell
types clustering with cranial Oct4+ cells. (F) Model
representing CNCC formation through a transient
precursor state expressing canonical pluripotency
factors and primed for the acquisition of mesenchymal potential.

Twist1, which are poorly expressed in Oct4+
CNCCs, but are induced later, in delaminating and migrating CNCCs (fig. S19, B to D).
Examination of ATAC-seq signals at these loci
confirmed the presence of cranial-specific accessible regions in their vicinity in the absence
of detectable expression of the genes in early
CNCC precursors (Fig. 5, C and D, and fig. S19E).
We detected a cranial-specific open chromatin
region within the Mef2c gene corresponding
to previously characterized Mef2c-F10N enhancer
active in migrating CNCCs [Fig. 5C (31)]. Similarly, at the Sox10 locus, we identified three
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cranial-specific accessible regions (Fig. 5D),
two of which with orthologous sequences
that have already been characterized in migrating CNCCs of avian embryos (12).
These observations suggest that the Oct4+
CNCC cis-regulatory landscape is primed for
future activation of migration and differentiation programs. To systematically characterize
the relationship between cranial Oct4+ cell–
specific ATAC-seq peaks from the four- to sixsomite stage embryos and gene expression, we
linked these peaks to their closest genes and
analyzed expression of the associated gene set
6 of 8
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in our scRNA-seq data at different developmental stages. This revealed the highest
enrichments of the associated genes among
those expressed at the 10-somite stage (fig.
S19F), consistent with priming of distal cisregulatory regions before expression of their
target genes.
Similarity between the cis-regulatory
landscapes of cranial Oct4+ precursors and
epiblast stem cells

Discussion

Through unbiased analysis of single-cell transcriptomes over 14 hours of early murine CNCC
development, we uncovered highly spatiotemporally dynamic and diverse molecular
identities of this specific cell group. Our data
show that upon formation, premigratory CNCCs
carry A-P information reflective of their neuroepithelial origin, as has been described in central
nervous system regionalization (35). However,
in contrast to the latter system, positional identity is erased during delamination as migratory CNCCs lose expression of neuroepithelial
positional genes and adopt a more uniform
transcriptional signature. We speculate that
this erasure generates a functionally equivalent CNCC population that can readily adapt
to future migratory and postmigratory locations. Such a model would explain previously
documented adaptation of premigratory CNCCs
Zalc et al., Science 371, eabb4776 (2021)

Materials and methods summary

For scRNA-seq, cells were isolated as single cells from dissected cranial portions of
Wnt1::Cre; Rosa26TdT/+ embryos using flow
cytometry. Developmental stages were inferred
based on the number of somite pairs. Single
sorted cells were processed using a modified
Smart-Seq2 protocol (9), and data were analyzed using Seurat. For ATAC-seq, cells were
sorted as described above and processed following the ATAC-seq protocol described previously (44). Libraries were prepared following
Illumina protocols and sequenced using the
NextSeq 500 system (Illumina).
Embryos were imaged using a Leica M165
FC stereoscope coupled with fluorescence

5 February 2021

when needed. Immunostaining was done using
classical procedures. FISH was performed following manufacturer guidelines (ViewRNA Cell
Plus Assay, catalog no. 88-19000-99, Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Probes were designed by
Thermo Fisher Scientific. Whole-mount FISH
was performed following HCR version 3.0 instructions for whole-mount staining (Molecular Instruments). The Wnt1 probe was designed
by Molecular Instruments. Samples were imaged
using a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope.
Images were stitched together and processed
with Photoshop software (Adobe Systems).
Image quantifications were performed using
Cell Profiler version 3.0 (45). Error bars were
calculated as mean ± SD using a MannWhitney nonparametric statistical test; *P <
0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001. At least
three embryos were analyzed for each genotype and each developmental time point.
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Reactivating neural crest pluripotency
Cranial neural crest cells (CNCCs) are a transient cell group with an extraordinary differentiation potential that
extends beyond its ectodermal lineage to form the majority of facial mesenchyme. Zalc et al. identified a neuroepithelial
precursor population that transiently reactivates pluripotency factors to generate CNCCs. The pluripotency factor Oct4 is
required for the expansion of CNCC developmental potential to form facial mesenchyme. Analysis of the chromatin
landscape of Oct4 + CNCC precursors showed that these cells resemble those of epiblast stem cells, with additional
features suggestive of future priming for neural crest programs. Thus, to expand their cellular potency, CNCC precursors
undergo a natural in vivo reprogramming event.
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